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Abstract
This paper focuses on how interior decoration and taste was seen and taught in relation to
the vision of the ideal home in 1940s Sweden. Two phenomena that are focused on are
surveys of how people actually lived, and the attempts made to alter that way of living. The
activities of Svenska Slöjdföreningen (SSF, the Swedish Society of Industrial Design) is
used as a prism for discerning the discourse on domestic interior reform, and the study
consists of a close reading and analysis based on archival material and publications linked
to SSF. Part of the archival material consists of survey protocols and photograph, of
Swedish homes, from a survey into “dwelling habits” initiated by the Association of
Swedish Architects (SAR) and the SSF. In the late 1930s and early 1940s, these kinds of
surveys were made in order to analyse the standard of living, and the usage of homes and
furniture with the aim to find adequate ways of building better housing, of producing better
furniture, and of educating people to be more modern and enlightened consumers and
home-makers. Based on these findings, courses were given on how to furnish and decorate
the home. Through courses in how to furnish and decorate the home, the ideal home was to
become real. I mean that the concept of “taste” was almost as important as the concept of
“home” in the vision of what modern Swedish society should be like, but that manifesting
“good taste” in the home in the 1940s meant something more than merely creating an
aesthetically pleasing or beautiful interior. Taste was, above all, seen as an indicator of the
degree of modernity and social awareness of people.
Keywords: design history, interior design, taste, modernity, everyday life
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The Home in the Folkhem
The home – both as a metaphor and in its material form – was central to the ideological,
political and social project of turning Sweden into a modern welfare state. During the first
th
decades of the 20 century, Sweden had one of the lowest standards of housing in
Europe. In cities and towns, around a third of the inhabitants lived five or more persons in
small one- or two-room apartments. The housing question was pinpointed as one of the
most crucial social questions to find a answer to, since the situation in the overcrowded
homes was seen as potential growing grounds not only for disease and related social
problems – drunkenness, abuse – but also for societal unrest. As in many other
European countries, the practices and policies regarding housing issues, whether political
or philanthropic, were to a large extent formed in the contexts of hygiene and health
(Buckley, 2010, Thörn 1997).
Until the early 1930s, there had not really existed a state policy, or even political area, of
housing issues, but this was traditionally seen as a demand-and-supply question for the
private market, or for the local municipal governments, to solve. It was first in 1932 that a
cohesive state housing policy was established, which in turn was largely influenced by
the international modernist principles for city planning and architecture. The quest,
however, was not only for better housing, but for better homes. In the late 1920s, the
Social Democrats had proclaimed the intention to turn Sweden into a Folkhem − literally a
People’s Home − in which all citizens were to have equal rights and equal possibilities. If
society were to be turned in to a good home for everyone, it had to be reorganized in a
more democratic and modern way. Per Albin Hansson (1982), the Social Democrat prime
minister from 1932 to 1946, phrased it thus in his seminal Folkhem-speech:
The good home knows no privileged or neglected no favorites and no stepchildren. There,
the one does not look down on the other; there, no one tries to benefit at someone else’s
expense, the strong do not suppress or plunder the weak. In the good home, equality,
caring, cooperation and helpfulness prevail. Applied on the great people’s and citizens’
home, this would mean the tearing down of all social and economic barriers that now
separate the citizens in privileged and neglected, in rulers and dependents, in rich and
poor, propertied and impoverished, plunderers and plundered.
In Sweden, as in the other Nordic countries, the home and its everyday objects have held
a very central and symbolic place as carriers of meaning in public discourse. (Korvenmaa
2009, 83-120; Fallan 2007, 6-7) The centrality of the housing question in the sociopolitical agenda was a strongly contributing factor for establishing the home as one of the
th
most important arenas for, and concepts in, social and material reform in the mid-20
century. Specifically, the reform efforts concerned the domestic interior, and aimed at
promoting a new and modern way of using and decorating the home through advice
literature, educational efforts and legislation (Lees-Maffei 2007, Fallan 2007, Maguire &
Woodham 1997, Sarantola Weiss 1999, Attfield 1999, 2007). It is in light of this, that “the
interior decoration question” was formulated during the 1930s and 1940s Sweden – as
part of a discourse that touched on the causes and effects of modernisation, and that was
addressed on different levels.
The domestic interior – its objects, furnishing practices and its use – became an arena
where the vision of the ideal society should be mirrored in the ideal home, which should
be modern, tasteful and rational. (Sparke 2008, Betts 2004, Crowley & Reid 2002) This
focus on the ideal interior brought attention to the issues traditionally connected with the
home – housework, homemaking, child rearing and leisure time – and incorporated these
into the political agenda. In this way, the housing question became connected to the
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quest for home reform. It was seen as necessary that scientific methods and “social
engineering” be applied in order to change the everyday practices in the real Swedish
homes. (Hirdman 1989, 1994) Family relations, raising the children, how the housework
was managed and how to arrange the furniture all became part of the socio-political
agenda in order to turn Sweden into a Folkhem. (Hatje 1974, Karlsson 1993, Åker 1998).
In this context, educating people’s taste was seen as equally important as elevating the
material standard of living in society in general – the building of the People’s home would
not be complete unless it were furnished in a suitable way.

Home reform and the 1930 Stockholm exhibition
One of the central themes in the home reform attempts, as in design reform movements
from the mid-nineteenth century and onwards, was the idea that educational efforts were
needed in order to “heighten the level of taste” of the public in order to promote a certain
behaviour or a specific way of consumerism. (Romans 2005, 46-47) Many Swedish
th
artists, architects and intellectuals had since the late 19 century – inspired by
international aesthetic movements and theorists – argued that people needed better living
conditions not only materially but also aesthetically in order to create a good society. With
influences from the Arts- and Crafts movement as well as from a Swedish tradition,
design theorist and pedagogical reformist Ellen Key in 1897 advocated a utility-based
home decoration aesthetic of simplicity, based on an understanding of true needs and
good taste that would permit everyone to live a life permeated with beauty. In order to
achieve this, the industrial production of goods needed to be improved, as well as
peoples taste: “But unfortunately most people’s taste is undeveloped. And that is why
they satisfy their thirst for beauty – paradoxical though this may sound – in an ugly way.”
(Key 2008: 35) The good life was synonymous to the beautiful life, and good taste was
the key to reaching it. A person surrounded by beauty, it was thought, would become a
morally better person than one who lived a life dominated by filth and ugliness – be it
material or visual.
In Sweden, the leading organization that since the turn of the century had been actively
engaged in trying to “elevate the people’s taste” in the manner proposed by Ellen Key,
was Svenska Slöjdföreningen (SSF), the Swedish Association of Industrial Design. From
around 1910 and onwards, inspired by the Deutscher Werkbund, the SSF also actively
engaged in discussions on how to improve the housing situation in Sweden, through an
emphasis on reforming the interior decoration through promoting “more beautiful
everyday things”. (Paulsson 2008, Ivanov 2004)
The SSF arranged a number of exhibitions in order to spread good taste and make
propaganda for a better way of living and furnishing the home. As a genre, exhibitions
featuring ideal homes were used as a mediating fora for home reform and modern design
in many European countries. (Ryan 1997, Floré & de Kooning 2003) The perhaps most
th
influential exhibition arranged by the SSF during the 20 century, that also became
central to the formulation of the Swedish housing policy, was the Stockholm exhibition of
1930 which introduced modernism – or functionalism – in Sweden and Scandinavia.
(Rudberg 1999) With direct inspiration from the Le Corbusier exhibit of the Pavillon de
l’Ésprit Nouveau at the 1925 Paris exhibition, the focus in the exhibition was on the
section of dwellings and interiors. Throughout the exhibition, functionalist principles and
aesthetics in architecture, interiors, and design were promoted by the exhibition
management as the only possible solution to the housing problems in Sweden.
The architecture as well as the aesthetics presented at the Stockholm exhibition came to
set the standards for how the ideal modern Swedish home should be planned and
furnished. The ideal home was airy, with large windows to let the sunlight in, a balcony for
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getting fresh air, and with a room plan based on the functions it should fill. Cooking would
take place in a small but efficient laboratory style kitchen, and the meals should be eaten
in a small separate dining space. Hygiene should be handled in combined bathroom with
running hot and cold water, including a w.c. For leisure, there should be a comfortable an
unpretentious living room for the whole family to gather in. There should preferably be
separate bedrooms for adults and children, with separate and proper beds for each
member of the family. Different exhibitors at the Stockholm exhibition furnished homes
based on these principles, presenting the home as a comfortable place where the family
could meet, rest and relax, and not a representatively furnished place for receiving and
entertaining guests.

Living room by Karl Schultz at the Stockholm Exhibition 1930.
Source: Designarkiv.se, Svensk Form’s archive, SVF011544.

For the Stockholm exhibition visitors, meeting the whitewashed functionalist exteriors and
minimalist interiors with tubular steel furniture, modernist colour schemes and geometric
form language became a watershed moment. Functionalism was much debated both
during and after the exhibition, as a style and as ideology. The debate on functionalism
caused a big conflict in the SSF between ”traditionalists” and ”functionalists”. (Rudberg
1995, Pred 1995) In a response to the critique, the committee behind the 1930 exhibition
jointly wrote and published the book acceptera in 1931, which explained and argued the
principles of functionalism in relation to the big societal picture as well as to the everyday
issues of consumption and interior decoration (acceptera 2008).
The home, acceptera (2008, 233) states, cannot be furnished and decorated as it was in
rural Sweden but must be adapted to the modern day. This means using industrially
produced standardized one-piece furniture and objects together with heirlooms, rather
than suites of furniture copying historical styles. In acceptera (2008, 242), the idea is put
forward that taste actually has very little to do with interior decoration of the home –
instead, every choice of furniture or decoration should be based on needs: “If we furnish
our home with the things we really need, the selection will be an expression of the life in
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the home as we live it. In this way the personal home evolves naturally and authentically
– just as much if each item is also one in a series of humble, impersonal manufactured
pieces of furniture.”
Following the main principles of functionalism, then, taste is seen as an outcome of a
function- and need-based way of choosing objects and furniture for the home rather than
a starting point for making the distinction between different forms or styles: “Beauty can
be attained in many ways. But what is false and untrue is rarely beautiful in the long run,
even if it can dazzle for a moment. Beauty is not bound to a certain schema of form. It
depends on the way in which something is done.” (243) Following this line of thinking,
according to the functionalist principles, the understanding of modern production, modern
everyday life and modern society was the basis for a new understanding of beauty and
form. The assumption in acceptera is that this shift in understanding was imminent in the
1930s, and that it was only a matter of time before a standardized production of both
dwellings and everyday objects and furniture would have transformed the last remnants
of a pre-industrial taste into a taste for modern life.

Understanding everyday life
During the late 1930s and early 40s, great efforts were made to understand how people
actually used their homes. Since the housing policy built on the idea that the new, rational
and standardized dwellings should be based on actual needs of the average Swede, a
vast array of state commissions and inquires into the standards of housing and the
practices of everyday life were initiated. As parts of these different investigations, a
number of so called “surveys of dwelling habits” were undertaken by state departments,
housing organizations and also the SSF together with the National Association of
Swedish Architects (SAR). The motivations to make the surveys varied, as did the various
organizations’ aims with them. But uniting the surveys was the idea that it was imperative
to see how people lived in order to be able to improve both housing standards and
society in general. Did people at all care about housing issues and politics, and had their
standard of living and way of using their homes changed when they moved into modern
and rationally planned apartments compared to older dwellings? The functionalist idea
that a rational dwelling inspires a rational use of it needed to be verified, and scientific,
objective methods must be used in the work with not only discovering how a dwelling is
used, but also the reasons behind the usage. In the surveys, the methods used were the
ones used in the expanding discipline of sociology (Larsson 1998), with interviews,
questionnaires, and visual documentation – all based in a perceived objective and
scientific approach.
I have studied surveys made in 1937, 1942, 1943, 1944 and 1945, and the conclusions
reached by the investigators in these were more or less the same, regardless of the
background and context in which each survey was made: It was not enough to provide
good dwellings and sensible furniture and objects in order to raise the standard of living in
Sweden. People also seemed to need guidance and information on how to use their
homes in a rational way, as the investigations showed that a majority of the families’ living
conditions were either materially or aesthetically unsatisfactory – or both. I will in this
paper focus on the 1943 survey, called 100 families in 100 apartments (Larsson
1945:12), conducted by the National Association of Swedish Architects (SAR) and the
SSF as part of a larger Housing Investigation to establish norms and standards for the
construction of family dwellings (Johansson 1964).
In the 1943 SAR and SSF survey, interior architect and furniture designer Lena Larsson,
a member of SSF, made visits to one hundred apartments in Stockholm built after 1935 in
order to document the “living habits” and furnishings of families who had moved into
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apartments build according to modern(ist) principles. The dwellings were located in
different types of buildings, including “barnrikehus” – apartment buildings specifically for
low-income families with many children. The apartments were mainly 1-room (17 in total),
2-room (43) and 3-room (37) apartments with or without dinette, and only three larger, 4-5
room apartments. Larsson would interview the inhabitants about how they use the
different rooms and the furnishings, and make detailed descriptions of the furnishings,
schemes of furniture placement, and finally the whole apartment was photographed. It
turned out that in the majority of the homes, only small children slept in proper beds or
cots. Adults slept in convertible sofas, on mattresses on the floor and in different kinds of
foldable and hideable beds. Making the bed for the night was often a big procedure, with
moving furniture around, folding beds and sofas, getting mattresses, pillows and blankets
out from cupboards. And every morning everything was stowed away again, leaving
almost no trace of the sleeping places. A bedroom, and even a bed, was not generally
considered representative enough to let be seen in your home – it had to be camouflaged
somehow, so as to maintain a parlour-like respectability in the small apartment’s perhaps
only room (Cieraad 2005).

Suite furniture imitating historical styles was seen as the most inconvenient.
Source: Johansson, G. (1964), 165
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Where the lack of beds was seen mainly as a social problem, the suite furniture was
considered one of the main obstacles in modernizing the Swedish home, and in
consequence society in general. The suite furniture gave, the surveyors stated
(Johansson 1964, 153), the home an “impersonal, stereotype and conventional”
atmosphere. The newer suites of furniture of the 1930s, were, however, preferable to
older styles and also easier to use, according to the surveys. In most cases, though, the
big problem with suite furniture was that it was used to furnish a parlor – instead of the
living room desired by home reformers – by placing the pieces of furniture according to a
manner copied from bourgeois salons and dining rooms. The most common arrangement
of furniture, that appeared in one third of the living rooms in the survey, was to place the
dinner table in the middle of the room, with a sofa against a side wall and storage units
such as a sideboard or a dresser against the other walls. This arrangement of furniture
was deemed as not only space consuming, but also as the most “formal and
conventional” – as opposed to a “freer and more flexible arrangement” where the table
was placed at an angle to a wall.

The most common type of “unpractical, formal and conventional” furnishing, with the
dining room table in the middle of the living room.
Source: Johansson, G. (1964), 176
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Often, people did not use the nicely decorated parlor on an everyday basis, but kept it as
a “best room” for Sunday meals and special occasions. Instead, the families spent most
of their time in the kitchen or dining space – cooking, eating, reading, working and
sleeping. The most common dwellings in the survey, were two-room apartments This way
of not using a large part of the dwelling for the everyday life needs rhymed poorly with the
notion of the “everyday room” that was supposed to be the gathering place for the
modern family. This phenomenon was in the SAR & SSF survey named “voluntary
overcrowding”. This term was used to describe the living conditions of families that had
moved into modern apartments, but who continued to furnish them in a traditional
manner. As the fundamental idea of functionalism was that form necessarily must follow
function, many functionalists had thought that people automatically would start furnishing
and living in a modern way once they moved into modern apartments. The surveys
showed quite the opposite. Even in modern apartments, old furnishing styles lived on and
the suite furniture was the most common. Also, even if there was enough space for both
living room and bedroom, people continued to furnish the largest room of the apartment
as an old fashioned parlor, and the other rooms as dining room or “smoking room”. The
parlor was seldom used in the daytime or during weekdays, except maybe in some cases
for sleeping. Instead, the family often spent most of their time either in the kitchen or, if
they had it, in the small dining space next to the kitchen. Thus, even though a family
could seem to have a spacious apartment if one looked at square meters or rooms per
person, the actual usage of the home was such that its inhabitants lived as if in a smaller
apartment.

Family 1, an electrician and a seamstress (no children) living in a one-room apartment
with dinette, are taken as example of “voluntary overcrowding” and a conventional and
traditional decorating style.
Source: Johansson, G. (1964), 102-103

It was, however, underlined that sometimes these seemingly irrational dwelling habits
could be caused by a poorly planned apartment – and thus have a kind or rational
motivation – while other “irrational ways of using the dwelling are matters of routine
without any rational motivation, often social relicts from outdated forms of living.”
(Johansson 1943:8, 114) A central part of the investigations into the dwelling habits came
to be the distinguishing between tolerable “bad habits” and the kind of “irrational habits”
that had to be obliterated through education and propaganda:
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Many a priori definitions of poor dwelling habits are often based on insufficient familiarity
with the objective and human factors which decide the use of a dwelling. The views and
experiences of the dwellers themselves are seldom sought or taken into consideration. This
does not suggest that the present pattern of dwelling habits should be accepted, and let it
go at that. In fact, it behooves us to distinguish between habits that are clearly detrimental
from functional, hygienic or psychological points of view – even if the dwellers are
themselves unaware of their import – and those which a closer study can prove to be
objectively justified. The former category should be counteracted, the latter should be duly
considered when laying out the dwellings. (Johansson 1964, 33)
Even though the SAR and SSF survey emphasizes that the furnishing of a home must be
functional in order to create a sound environment for everyday life, aesthetic judgments
were made as well. Taste was commented as well as function, and in some cases the
“tastelessness” of an interior could sometimes seem more important to come to terms
with than the impracticality of the furnishing:
If we nevertheless say that in many cases type of furniture (sic) has dire consequences for
the living-room picture, this (in respect of the modern suites) derives less from their
functional composition than from their esthetic form. With their fine woods and polished
surfaces, these pieces help to create a show-room which, though serving some daily
function in almost all cases, aims more to impress than to function. (Johansson 1964, 185)
The type of furniture was seen to be “decisive for furnishing to an extraordinary degree”
which in turn had “calamitous consequences in some cases, especially for the poorer
large families. Their old-fashioned dining furniture is not only unnecessarily heavy and
bulky, but has also given rise to a furnishing system which in these overcrowded
dwellings has little to do with the real functions of a living room” (Johansson 1964, 185).
However, even in a home where the furnishing was practical, the aesthetic judgment
could be negative. One of the apartments, furnished with suite furniture, was described
as “a blue collar home with pretty sound and correct principles concerning furnishing. The
taste, though, still undeveloped and fumbling.” (AmA, SAR&SSF vol 79:6)
An idea underlying the comments was that taste and furnishing should not only reflect the
families’ practical everyday needs. There should also exist a correspondence between
the degree of modernity, the awareness of social and political issues, and the level of
taste. In one family, for example, both the wife and the husband were engaged in adult
education classes on their spare time, they often borrowed books at the library, and were
well aware of current social issues. But, says Larsson, they have not succeeded in
furnishing their home in a way that corresponds to their in all other respects modern life
style:
Funny with this family, that in certain respects has proven so susceptible to new and
rational actions, but that in other cases is totally shackled to conventional ways of thinking.
One is surprised to not find simple, inexpensive, standard furniture instead of this gaudy
and impractical suite furniture.(AmA, SAR&SSF vol 79:9)
In the surveys, education in matters of interior decoration is seen as imperative. But in
arguing that some kind of education in interior decoration was necessary, less explicit
emphasis than earlier was made on taste. Instead, the arguments used were more
rationally based. As Lena Larsson, one of the surveyors stated in an article on the SSF
survey:
Everyone must learn to use the dwelling. The understanding must therefore penetrate the
public consciousness, that the way of living is not in the first hand an aesthetic, but a
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practical question. Knowledge of the own, real needs and how they in the best manner are
fulfilled is necessary in order to turn bad habits into good habits. (Larsson 1945, 13)

Teaching taste
The results of the surveys came to provide arguments that legitimized and made possible
the incorporation of the “interior question”, and of the abstract concepts of taste, in
government policy. The ideas on rational interior decoration and the efforts to “elevate
taste” through education and propaganda came to unite organizations and persons of
different ideological and political views, and thereby established “everyday aesthetics” as
a matter of social and political concern.(Göransdotter 1999)
A low standard of living, which during the early 20th century above all was seen as a
moral and hygienic problem, now more and more was defined as something that
hindered the individual from evolving into a modern and democratic citizen. It was
strongly accentuated that the planning and the furnishing of the home was not only a
problem that affected the working class, but also the more well off middle class families,
since furnishing and interior decoration could render even a spacious dwelling impractical
and cramped. Home reform during the1940s therefore aimed at changing the lifestyles
not only of the “lower” classes, but also of the middle and higher classes.
In December of 1943, representatives of popular national movements were invited by the
SSF to a conference. The aim for the SSF was to involve all of the national movements
such as the temperance movement, educational associations, women’s organizations,
youth movements, unions and the consumer cooperation in the practice of teaching taste
and interior decoration. At this conference, the support from these organizations for the
SSF was total. It was decided that a committee, headed by the SSF, should be formed to
work with the practical arrangements of how to teach “dwelling knowledge”. (SSA,
F100:1, 619/a)
The “Dwelling Committee” Bo-kommittén was formed in 1944. The SSF was the
organizational center, and the funding of the committee’s work was given in equal
amounts both from the Swedish Trade Union Confederation, LO, and from the federation
of Swedish industries, Industriförbundet. Representatives from different national
movements took place in the committee, and united their efforts to educate people in
matters of taste and everyday practices under the motto “Better homes – better society”.
After two years, the financial support from the unions and industrial leadership ceased,
but there were still representatives from them on the committee. Eventually, in 1946, the
committee was transformed into the SSF:s Study Department. But the work initiated by
the Dwelling committee in the first couple of years set the standards for how the teaching
of taste and “dwelling knowledge” was to be done during the whole 40s and 50s. The
main technique for propaganda until then had been exhibitions. Now a new educational
form was tried: the study circle.

Study circles and courses in Interior decoration
and ”Dwelling knowledge”
The first study circle was held in the town Gustavsberg, in cooperation with the porcelain
factory Gustafsberg not far from Stockholm, in 1944 with SSF’s Lena Larsson as one of
the circle leaders. Following the model of the Gustafsberg study circle, the Dwelling
committee started to arrange adult education classes and courses in interior decoration
and “dwelling knowledge” all over Sweden. The way it worked was that a course was
“ordered” from the SSF, often by a company for its employees, or by an educational
association. Part of the costs for the course were covered by state funding, the rest by
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the company or association that ordered the course, and the salary for teachers and
study material was paid by the SSF. Over ten years, from 1944 to 1954, more than 300
courses in interior decoration were held all over Sweden with the participation of the SSF.
Both employers and employees, participants and press were enthusiastic, and interior
decoration actually seemed to have become the “popular national movement” that had
been the aim of the SSF and the Dwelling committee.

“That’s the way we want it”. Broschure about the first study circle in “dwelling
knowledge” in Gustafsberg 1944.

A study circle would consist of 15 to 30 people, both men and women, some married
couples and some single. The participants gathered once or twice a week, during six to
eight weeks, for introductory lectures by circle leaders from the SSF. After the lecture
there would be discussions and exercises so that the students could analyze and
practically exercise the theme for the evening. Keeping a democratic and participatory
study form throughout the course was central to the pedagogical foundation of the study
circle, which was also expressed by the chair of the Gustafsberg study circle, Mrs. Alice
Pettersson (Så ska vi ha’t 1946, 31): “We are thankful to our leaders from Svenska
Slöjdföreningen, who have come to us not as teachers but as good comrades with
empathy for our problems while generously sharing their expertise”.

Study circle participants in Gustavsberg examining the “correct contruction” of tables
and chairs in a department store.
Source: Så ska vi ha’t (1946), 16.
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At the end of the whole course, the study group would arrange a public exhibition of one
or more apartments that they themselves furnished and decorated. Making posters,
catalogues and press releases would be administrated by the SSF, as would the
transport of adequate furniture from Stockholm stores since furniture shops in the
countryside seldom had anything but suite furniture in stock. If one looks at the themes
covered in the courses, it is obvious that a modernist aesthetic is being taught. But it is
also obvious that the foundation of a modern good taste must encompass more than just
aesthetics. One cannot begin to understand the principles of beauty and form unless one
has understood the principles of function, production methods and materials. And more
importantly, only when one understands the mechanisms and foundations of modern
society, one can understand what a modern life means and how to furnish ones home
accordingly. Issues on how to judge beauty and exercise taste was also raised when
looking at how to choose decorative objects for the home, and was in the Gustafsberg
brochure (Så ska vi ha’t, 18) described as “a crusade against unnecessary ugliness”. The
objects that could do most harm, tastewise, to a home were badly chosen pictures,
vases, cushions, tablecloths etcetera. In all areas covered in the courses, there were
always rational, function based arguments used to legitimize the taste being taught. But
when it came to these details, to the little decorative things every home has, it was more
difficult for the home reformers to explain what was tasteful and what not by using
arguments based on rationality and function. And even though function based arguments
were sought, physical and emotional sensations often had to be invoked in descriptions
of objects to make the point clear.

“Ugly knick-knacks” and “Experiment in compositions of flowers and vases” in the
“Crusade against unnecessary ugliness” at the Gustafsberg study circle in 1944.
Source: Så ska vi ha’t (1946), 20.

The central message was that you needed to be completely aware of your everyday
needs in order to understand what type of furniture you needed. Suite furniture, bought in
groups, was therefore not adequate at all since it was too inflexible. Modern serially
produced furniture was shown, on slides, and often the study groups would take trips to
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nearby furniture stores to learn how to examine and evaluate different types of materials
and forms. Using room plans and cutout furniture – and from the later 1940s 3dimensional model furniture – the students were also to furnish the same house for
different types of families, with and without children, with different incomes and specified
hobbies and interests. The modern standard furniture was deemed better than suite
furniture. But more important than how the furniture looked was how it was placed. Even
modern furniture could, if it were placed in a traditional way, turn a living room into a
parlor. Likewise, suite furniture could be placed in a modern way, according to needs,
functions and room plans, with the result that the room would indeed turn into a living
room – though maybe not the most tasteful kind. Here, the courses drew on the findings
from the dwelling surveys, and promoted not only a certain type of furniture, but mainly a
new way of thinking around the placement of the furniture.
One of the explanations to how this educational project could be realized is that
functionalism, with its socio-aesthetic, scientific and democratic ideals already in the
1930s had harmonized well with the Social Democratic ideas of building the People’s
Home. Furthermore, the ideas on home reform and education to good taste could be
integrated in different aspects of state social policy, thereby legitimizing the efforts to alter
people’s understanding of beauty, comfort and of home life in general. Different groups
engaged in taste education and home reform of course had partly different motives for
supporting the SSF courses and other measures taken to “elevate taste”, but all of them
could unite around the idea of education in interior decoration as a means to build a
better society. Also within the worker’s movement, the views on education and bildung as
fundamental for raising awareness of social issues and exercising a conscientious
citizenship (Ambjörnsson 1988) contributed to the broad consensus on the relevance of
educating and refining taste – whether in literature or in interior decoration. (Sundberg
2003)
In the courses, theory and practice were combined in order to teach the art of distinction,
or judgements of taste. But if you see this discourse of taste as a code, or a language, to
be learnt, the teaching of taste and interior decoration focused the grammar of taste
rather than the vocabulary of taste. In the documents I have studied, something that
continues to be repeated is the message that overall comfort, coziness and tastefulness
in the home depends more on how the furnishings are arranged than on how beautiful or
ugly each individual object is. What was important to learn were the methods, the
principles, of modern living, rather than necessarily choosing the appropriate invidual
objects. As Gregor Paulsson (1944:4), the director of the SSF said in when the Dwelling
committee was formed in 1944:
It is a – unfortunately much too frequent – misunderstanding that the problem that interior
decoration addresses is to answer the question if green is more beautiful than red in a
certain context, or the opposite, and trifles of the like. The interior decoration problem is
instead, in the first case, a matter of practicality and quality, of a correct way of life and of
our homes’ adherence to this [way of life].
Taste was still, however, considered an important faculty in “everyday aestetics”, but the
view of what “good taste” was, how it should be spread and what it signified changed
gradually. As I see it, taste increasingly became something that had to do with
knowledge, with enlightenment and equality. Good taste can be learnt, but not in isolation
from other types of knowledge. In order to understand and exercise good taste, one had
to understand – and participate in – modern society as a whole. But above all, taste in
relation to the home in the 1940s was perceived to be an indicator of social awareness
and the degree of adaptation to a modern way of life. In this respect, taste is definitely
based on knowledge and education.
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Many of the people involved in the dwelling committee and in the courses were very well
known architects, critics, interior designers, politicians and educators. It is interesting to
note that the support for this big educational project came from both industrialists and
workers, from the political left centre and right, and from all kinds of national movements
and organizations. In writing the history of the Swedish welfare state, social engineering
of the home and of what is considered peoples private domain, has been interpreted as a
social democratic project of control over the individual. But in looking at this consensus in
the efforts to educate people in matters of taste and the home, I find it difficult to talk of
taste education as a one sided socialist project in Sweden (Rampell 2002, Hirdman
1989). It is, undoubtedly, a modernist project, and from one point of view also an elitist
project, since the manner of interior decoration and the taste that was taught was that
which was considered “right” and “good” by a small group of influential intellectuals. The
faculty of taste was based upon the ability to distinguish the good from the bad, the
beautiful from the ugly, the true from the false. And even if the definitions of taste
changed in the 40s and 50s, the faculty of distinction was still seen as important in the
circles around the SSF:
There is, however, a line between what is true and untrue, between what is right and
wrong, between what is ugly and beautiful. It can be difficult to decide exactly where this
line is drawn, but if we do not admit to its existence, we could just as well shut down all
education [in interior decoration], and then it is also pointless that we gather to hold this
kind of discussion. (Lundberg 1957)
After the mid-1950s, the demand for the courses started to fade. Also, the SSF did not
have the capacity or the economic means to continue the intense educational enterprise.
Instead, the SSF developed and rented or sold study material to other organizations or
groups. By the end of the 1950s, dwelling knowledge and interior decoration had become
a fairly large part of the Home economics/Domestic science education in schools and
seminars. Most of the material used in this education also came from the SSF courses.
So by then, the practice of reforming the home had found its way into state policy as well
as the educational system.
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